
From Autism to Zen
On Full spectrum therapy



Four Awakened Vows

• However innumerable all beings are, 
I vow to serve and liberate them all

• However deep and elusive my 
shadow states are, 

I vow to experience and enlighten them all

• However vast and difficult true teachings are, 
I vow to embody and master them all

• However endless my true path may be, 
I vow to awaken and follow forever



2 important Questions

• Can we make a leap from what is theoretically 
interesting to ‘what is of clinical utility’ in a 
very practical sense?

• What is the difference between a vision for 
symptom remediation and a vision for healing 
the soul?



The complexities 
of being human

Freud’s 

Focus

Jung’s 

Focus

Which therapy is required 

for which state or stage of 

consciousness?



Complementing Vertical with Horizontal therapies?

More focus on the 

past/origin of 

disturbance...longer and 

more emotionally 

focused...and requires a 

building of trust

More focus on the present 

and modifying a 

maintained disturbance.



The tricky business of balancing form and emptiness

Bio

Social Psycho

Spiritual

Too much descending 
& not enough  
ascending = ?

Too much ascending 
& not enough 
descending = ?

Agape-Immanence Eros- Transcendence



Vertical depth therapy



ADDICTION AND THE RELATED CHAKRA’S

Survival

Sexuality

Power

Love

Communication

Intuition

Cognition





Looking for strengths with the psychograph 

Using 6 intelligence lines of development



From the theoretical to the therapeutic psychograph

Developmental Line Key Inquiry Question Key Researcher Key Psychometric

Cognitive What am I aware of? Piaget Science reasoning tasks & 

Arlin Test of Formal reasoning

Interpersonal How should we interact? Selman Sociomoral dilemmas

Self-identity Who am I? Loevinger WU- Sentence Completion Test

Moral What should I do? Kohlberg Standard issue scoring system

Values What is significant to me? Graves None developed

Needs What do I need? Maslow The personal Orientation Inventory & 

the short Index of self-Actualization

Aesthetic What is attractive to me? Housen Aesthetic Development Interview

Psychosexual How do I experience Eros? Freud The Dynamic Personality Inventory

Emotional What do I feel? Fischer Nice/mean Interaction scale

Somatic How do I experience my body? Anderson Body Intelligence scale



Similarities between Maslow’s hierarchy and Kabbalah

A galacticentric approach to therapy



Self-object differentiation

Fusion

Disassociation

Presence



Objectives of Insight meditation
Discovering we have different parts of our self





Which defences is this character 
displaying and which therapy does 

he need?



Spectrum of human development, pathology, 
defences and treatment







Psychotic 

Breakdown



 1. Sensorimotor (psychoses, most adult schizophrenia) 

 2. Phantasmic-emotional (narcissistic-borderline disorders) 

 3. Representational mind (borderline neuroses, psychoneuroses) 

DELUSION: Chasing the good life/flow requires therapy for the head - WISDOM

 4. Rule/role mind (script pathology and neuroses) 

 5. Formal-reflexive (identity neuroses) 

 6. Vision-logic (centauric, existential pathology: depression, inauthenticity, 
isolation, aborted self-actualization, and anxiety) 

HATRED: Chasing the meaningful life requires therapy for the heart - COMPASSION

 7. Psychic (psychic disorders: inflation, dark night of the soul, split life goals, 
pseudo-duhkha, pranic disorders, yogic illness) 

 8. Subtle (subtle pathology: integration-identification failure, pseudo-nirvana, 
pseudo-realization) 

 9. Causal (causal pathology: failure of complete self-differentiation, failure to fully 
integrate with physical forms, also known as Arhat's disease) 

 10. Ultimate (not really a level, but the suchness, Ground, radical emptiness of all 
levels).

GREED: Chasing the pleasant life requires therapy for the belly - CHARITY



The U path from subconscious to conscious awareness

Entry point –



Separation           Initiation             Return            then we Advance

The Hero’s journey with an extra step......



Community health counselling largely 
focuses on ego strengthening



5 Dimensions of 
Human 

Experience















3 subconscious angles to engage within psychotherapy

1. The submerged subconscious 

(to open anger/repression & fear/regression)

Childhood psychological content which exists consciously 

for a time, but then becomes mostly unavailable.

2. The embedded subconscious 

(to open the cynical heart)

Where ones current stage of identity development 

unconsciously limits ones perception. 

3. The emergent subconscious 

(to open the mind/head, heart and belly/will)

Where ones transpersonal or spiritual capacity is 
unrealised and exists only in potential form. 



Therapy for the Will/Belly region
Conflict model of development– Life is in the grip of a clash 

between two opposing forces, 
FIGHT (anger-repress) OR FLIGHT (fear-regress)

eg seeking Pleasure V’s avoiding Pain - psychoanalysis,

therapeutic voice
‘I stop rebelling so as to uncover what is Beautiful’

The submerged unconscious

Childhood psychological content which exists consciously 
for a time, but then becomes mostly unavailable.

Avatar



Star Wars 

Therapy for the Head region
Consistency model of development – here our present thoughts, 

attitudes and opinions need to developmentally match our 
external environment.  Where fantasy does not meets reality. eg 

CBT, reality therapy,

Therapeutic voice
‘I stop avoiding and rationalizing so as to uncover what is True’

The embedded unconscious

Where ones current stage of identity development  
unconsciously limits ones perception.



Lord of the Rings

The emergent unconscious

Where ones transpersonal or spiritual capacity is 

unrealised and exists only in potential form. 

Therapy for the Heart region
Fulfilment model of development – there is only higher growth 
toward authenticity, wholeness, potentiality and perfection, eg 

Transpersonal,

Therapeutic Voice  
‘I stop giving in so as to uncover what is Good’


